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Constantine Cavarnos. Plutarch's Advice an Keeping WelJ. Belmont, 
Ma: Institute for Byzantine Studies, 2001. 

Doctor Cavarnos is a wel1 known philosopher, theologian and most 
portantly a spiritual man who lives  the world; yet he is not of the world, 
he is of Chri st. He teaches and guides spiritually generations of Greek 
Americans, and interested people throughout the world. His works have 
been translated into many languages to spititually benefit people. 
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The present  orginally was a lecture  at the Interna-
tional Congress of Psychology of Expression and Art Therapy sponsored 
by the McLean Hospital, a teaching hospital of    

Belmont, Massachusetts. The book contains two parts: 1)  discusses 
Plutarch's treatise  Keeping WeJJ and 2)  discusses the important 
texts by Plutarch regarding Keeping Well. 

Plutarch was a famous Greek philosopher (ca. 45-125 A.D.)  

Chaeronea, Boeotia, nothest of Athens. He was married and had four 
sons and a daughter. He studied at Plato's Academy and later he opened 
his own philosophical school  his  town. He  famous for his 
splendid works  ParaJJeJ Lives and EthicaJ Essays among others. 

Plutarch's work,  keeping WeJJ,  Greek Hygiena ParangeJmata, 
that  Precepts  Health. Dr.   out that Plutarch begins 

 treatise with an emphatic emphasis that "philosophy" and "medical 
science" are not separate (choris)  unrelated. One discipline does not 
exclude the other of discussing common issues. That is, a philosopher 
may philosophize and discuss health as well, and also a medical person 
may discuss metaphysics and speculate about ultimate reality, and at the 
same time practice medicine. Pofessor  refers to the philoso-
phers and physicians  to his time such as Hypocrates who empha-
sized the  approach to health. Galen, who came after Plutarch, 
had similar   maintain good health Plutarch insisted  the 

 of the principle of moderation, which was a prominent teach-
ing  classical Greek ethics, especially  Aristotle.   con-
sists of  extremes such as "excess" and "deficiency". For instance 

 partaking of food and drink, Plutarch  one to  excess  

eating and drinking. Regarding sex Plutarch  "continence (engra-
tia) which possesses "jntrinsic beauty and dignity". Incontinence  the 
other hand, "undermines the power of the body". Plutarch  much 
disGussiOll  "diet" and "exercise". He recommends eating "plain and 
familiar food", such as lentils,   and fish that does not 

 much fat. Also solid foods such as "meat and cheese. dIied figs and 
boiled eggs". He suggests eating meat sparingly because it has "a perni-
cious residue" that "dulls the faculty of reason". He recommends bread 
as healthy nurshiment. He says "bread restores strength better than any 
other food" and that a healthy person "has joy and satisfaction  eating 
plain bread". Regarding drinking he recommends water and wine. He 
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advises that "Wine is the most beneficial of drinks and the most pleasant 
of medicines, provided it is mixed with water and drunk with mea!s '" One 
is amazed to learn from Plutarch to avoid conversations during meals  

"abstruse and technica! subjects, !ikely to bring a headache and fatigue". 
Rather one shou!d ta!k about "history, poetry, or music ". He a!so rec-
ommends reading good !iterature such as stories and fables that promote 
good physica! and mental health. After supper, one must not go to s!eep 
immediately. He recommends walking. If weather does not permit, one 
must dance. After dinner exercise one must sing and later dance. The 
fine arts of music and dancing are very useful for good health. Plutarch 
says that "Dancing and poetry are fully associated and the one invo!ves 
the other". Exercising, dancing, and walking preserve and maintain good 
health. Plutarch also speaks of daily "breathing exercises" and the use of 

  

good health. Sufficient sleep and relaxation recuperates the body. Fast-
ing is very benificia! for one's health. Harmony between body and sou! is 
necessary for good health. Keeping balance and moderation  food and 
drink is conducive to the healthy condition of the body and mind. 

Besides ana!yzing the treatise Keeping Wel1, Dr. Cavarnos  Part 
Two of the book gives us selected re!evant texts from Plutarch's works. 
He gives extracts  such topics as "Soul and Body", ''Avoiding 
tremes", "Moral Wisdom and Hea!th", "Food", "Lessons from the  of 
Painting",  of Negative Emotions", and the "Value of Music". 

Much of the views and recommendations held by Plutarch are espoused 
by today's medical practice, especially those concerning drinking and ex-
ercising to keep healthy. Dr. Cavarnos gives parallel teachings of prior and 
subsequent medica! theory and practice. The book is well written and 
cludes a bib1iography and an index.  highly recommend it as beneficial 
reading for the genera! public, students, scho!ars and especially libraries. 

Rev. Dr. Protopresbyter Professor George C. Papademetriou 

Adrew J. Sopko. Prophet  Roman Orthodoxy: The TheoJogy  John 
Romanides. Dewdney, BC, Canada: Synaxis Press, 1998. 

The present volume by professor Andrew Sopko  the theo!ogy of 
Father John Romanides is an excellent contribution to modern Christian 
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theology. We are grateful to professor Sopko for this valuable book. This 
book is not merely biograpical, but also a critical discussion and analysis 
of the theology of one of the great theologians of the twentieth century. 

John Romanides was once declared "the greatest living Orthodox 
theologian''. It was western and not Orthodox scholars who extol1ed him 
as such  a volume dedicated to Augustianian studies published  

France  146). 
Sopko accurately presents the thought and activities of Romanides, 

starting with the beginning of Romanides' career. Romanides had a wide 
range of academic activities. His career began  the late 1950s as a fac-
ulty member at Holy Cross Greek Orthodox School of Theology  

Brookline, Massachusetts. Subsequently he was elected professor of 
Dogmatic Theology at the Aristotelian University  Thessalonica, 
Greece. He aslo taught Dogmatic Theology at Balamand University  

Lebanon.  addition to his teaching responsibilities, he was active  the 
World Council of Churches and  various bilateral dialogues. He was 
heavily involved  the dialogue with the non-Chalcedonians. He was 
very enthusiastic  cementing the relations and unification between 
these two Christian families  the East. He accepted and supported the 
theological agreement between them as a result of the dialogue. He con-
sidered the Chalcedonians and non-Chalcedonians as one  faith and 
practice. 

Sopko discusses the debate  the doctrine of God that Romanides 
was engaged  with the faculty of the University of Athens, especial1y 
with Professor Trembelas. Sopko translates and analyzes the correspon-
dence between Trembelas and Romanides. Romanides presented to the 
faculty of the University of Athens his dissertation  the Ancestral Sin, 
which  a heated debate. Romanides ' leitmotif  his theology was 
the distinction between the   and the essence of God. 
Romanides-insisted  the uttel"  and unknowability 
of the essence of God.  contrast,  used   Dog-
matic handbooks to  his positions. Romanides  mod-

 theology as  captivity''. He [ejected al1 [ationalization of the 
divine [eality, bot11 analogia entis and analogia fide . 

Romanides also discussed the  issues of sin and salvation, 
and argued that the  of evil is "Satan''. Satan as "love of self' to-
tal1y separated from God introduced to the   of the 
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"natural" good   46). Adam and Eve had the potential  attain per-
fection or glorification/deification. Humans were created neither "mor-
tal" nor "immortal", but were given the freedom  choose either. 

 all his published studies, Romanides blamed Augustine for western 
theological deformities. For him, Augustine was under the influence of 
Plato and neo-Platonism and thus failed  understand the authentic 
Christian tradition regarding the real distinction between essence/ener-
gies  God . Romanides insisted  this distinction because othetwise 
one would fall  Neo-Platonic pantheism. Following patristic thought 
and especially Palamas, he insisted that humans are able  participate  

the divine uncreated energies and   the divine essence, and thus at-
tain theosis or glofification without becoming essentially divine. For Au-

______ _ gustine the essence and attributes of God are  distinct and thus he 
confuses the human participation  the divine life. The biblical tradition 
rejects the vision of the divine essence, which is utterly transcendent. The 
vision of the uncreated energies through ascetism that one attains is de-
ification/glorification. 

Romanides considered Christ, the new Adam,  be essentially divine 
and perfect by nature and thus free from created human or demonic 
fluence. He has perfect selfless  and justice. This theocentric anthro-
pology is manifested  the Old and New Testaments. The Scriptures for 
Romanides are the revelation of the "glory of God". Revelation tran-
scends words and concepts. This understanding avoids the fundamental-
ist interpretation of God's word. Romanides states: "Fundamentalist 
ation with words of Scripture had already been condemned  the East 
during the confrontation with Eunomios but  has continued to persist 

 the present as a phenomenon  Western Christianity. Since the '']an-
guage" of God is uncreated, there really can be  sacred language"  
74). This is true  both the Old and New Testaments. Moses had a 
sion of the uncreated Torah and later committed  to writing  be a 
guide for the righteous  attaining glorification/deification. This does 

 so much "supersede the Law as fulfills  The saints of the Old Tes-
tament had experienced the vision of the "Lord of Glory". Sopko states: 
"Romanides can  chide those scholars who dismiss belief  the di-
rect vision of God  the Old Testament as an example of Greek patris-
tic Platonism, which mitigates the significance of the unique revelation 
brought  the world is the historical person of Christ" (80). For Ro-
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manides "to see the glory of God   different from seeing the rule of 
God and both  the same experience as that of the   the Old 
Testament"  80). 

Romanides prefers to speak of Roman Orthodoxy, which includes 
both East the West: Roman  as opposed to the Western 
Frankish deformed Christianity. The early Church, which was persecut-
ed  the Roman  became its "heart". Sopko points out "the 
Episcopal synodal system which developed within the administrative 
context of the Roman    the group of prophets found 

 the local congregation as wel1 as of the apostIes who "surveyed" the 
 which they had established"   97). The local bishop elected by 

the local community was admitted to the regional synod. The  of 
these synods was the protection of the faithful from the  of  

Sopko  the theology of Fathel" Romanides  a critical and an-
alytical manner that expresses authentic Orthodox views. The book is 
wel1 documented with primary and secondary sources and includes a ful1 
bibliography of Fr. John's studies. This book is not  about the per-
sonality and thought of Romanides but also an excel1ent  to 

 theology. It  a modern "Church Father" who coura-
geously struggled for the truth of the Gospel and  patrisctic heritage. 

 highly rccommend this book to Orthodox and non-Orthodox scholars, 
interested lay peopIe, and clergy and seminarians. 

Rev . Dr. Protopresbyter Professor George C. Papademetriou 

Peter L. Burger,editor, The Desecularization  the World: Resurgent 
 and World  Washington, DC: Ethics and Public Policy, 

1999.  135. 

The present volume is a col1ection of sociological studies that impact 
religion  public life. It is interesting to see such high level scholars as 
Peter Burger to admit that "my point is that the assumption that we live 

 a secularized world is false"  2). Religion is alive today as it ever 
was. There are  and socioIogists who loosely labeled this the 
«secularization theory". This is essentially mistaken  2). Though this 
theory refers to the 1950s and 1960s the idea can be traced to the 
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lightnment: "That idea simply is: Modernization necessarily leads to a 
decline of religion, both  society and  the minds of individuals"  2). 

 Dr. Burger the global reality falsifies this assumption. The resur-
gence of religious   the world today is evident from the revival of 
all t11e major religions. He points out that there are several non-religious 
reasons that contributed to the resurgence of religion. First  "interna-
tional politics" and ideologies, religions are used to legitimatize the 
litical agendas, which are based  non-religious political interests. Sec-
ond,  "war and peace", religions often fan the wars and conflicts  var-
ious parts of the world. Unfortunately, the religions are not always forces 
that foster peace. Examples are the situations  India, and the Middle 
East, Africa and many other places  the world. Third is "economic de-
velopment"  relation to religions. Fourth, "human rights and social   

tice" challenge religions. 
The volume includes many thought-provoking studies. George 

Weigel contributed the study  "Roman Catholicism  the Age of John 
Paull   Weigel gives pertinent facts regarding the impact of the Ro-
man Catholic Church  world affairs.  this study he discu sses "a set of 
distinctive proposals for the right-ordering of societies and indeed of 
ternationallife"   21). He maintains Roman Catholicism is primarily "a 
religious community". It proclaims certain truths about human destiny 
and human relations to God. It witnesses to these truths through worship 
and  to hum anity. The pontificate of Pope John Paul  has been 
a "distinctively modern quest for meaning and value , for freedom, abun-
dance, and social justice"   23). Pope John Paul 11 stressed religious 
freedom and human rights as central  forstering peace. The Roman 
Catholic Church developed its political philosophy and social doctrine 
based  St. Augustine. Also the pope has been developing a "post-Con-
stantinian model" as fully participating  public life. 

The study contributed by David Martin  "The Evangelical Upsurge 
and Its Political Implications" is focused  Potestant  He 
points out that this type of Protestant  parallels that of con-

  Islam. Evangelicalism,  contrast to Islam, carries  the tra-
ditional separation of Church and State.  this respect, Evangelicals are 
radiacally different from the "fundamentalist" Muslims who seek an ide-
ological government ruled under the regulations of all citizens according 
to Islamic law. Evangelicals maintain that all must participate  plural-
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ism, a democratic society where a11 participate and be  competition  

the market economy. Martin examines the world upsurge of Evangeli-
calism and its political impact  the public arena. 

Jonathan Sacks analyzes the Jewish participation  the public square 
 his study "Judaism and Politics  the Modern World". Sacks begins 

his analysis of modern Jewish time  1789, the year the French Revolu-
tion began. The French Revolution decl ared that a11 were born free and 
posses equal rights . But the question was raised: "Did this declaration 
clude the Jews?".  a strange statement made  the same year by the 
Count of Clermont-Tonnerre, Jews were to be included as individuals 
but denied as a nation. Every Jew was given a citizenship, but if they re-
fused this they were to be expe11ed. This became known as the "Jewish 
question" which gave rise to the Nazi "final solution". Sacks analyzes 
Jewish continuity as people that lived  a global and concrete commu-
nity. The Jews welcomed secularization as the end of religious persecu-
tion, but they survived for three thou sand years because they obstinately 
"would not let go of God". 

The study "E urope: The Exception that Proves the Rule?" by Grace 
Davie deal s with polics and religion  Europe. This scholar analyzes the 
data of religious adherents  Western Europe. She maintains that 
"Western Europeans are uncl1urcl1ed populations, rather than simply 
secular"   68). Present day Europe does not consist only of Christians 
and Jews but also Muslims , Hindus, and others. Though racism has not 
been completely erased from the European continent  Protestant 
North Europe, tolerance and coexistence are practiced. Nevertheless, 
there is a very 10w level of religious belief and practice. Davie also dis-
cusses secularism  the European context. 

One of the most important studies  this volume is "The Quest for 
Meaning: Religion  the Peoples' Republic of China", by  Weiming. 
Weiriiingpoints out that the issue of modernization  China is complex. 
However, the burning desire of the Chinese inte11ectualswas "a) to keep 
the imperialists at bay and b) to  China into a modern nation" 

  86). Thus, religion was variously construed as a personal spiritual 
quest  as outmoded way of life. Weiming points out that Christianity 
made considerable in-roads among the peasants and the inteIlectual cir-
cles. Communists outlawed aIl Christian universities, but the alumni 
numbering  the thousands were among aIl the aIeas of the working 
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force, including economics, diplomacy, education, and journalism, play-
ing a vital role  Chinese society. It is interesting to note that there is a 
revival of Buddhism. Also it is [emarkable that the Chinese did not con-
nect the Muslims to Western Imperialism. Weiming concludes: "faith  
the compassion of heaven,  sanctity of the earth, and the intrinsic 
worth of being human   ordinary daily existence enables Chinese 
people  relate deliberately and meaningfully to family, society, nation, 
and the global community"  101). 

The final study is "Political Islam  National Politics and Interna-
tional Relations", by Abdullahi  An-Na'im. He wishes to articulate 
that the present regressive and antagonistic manifestations  political 
lam are complex. It is not  political fundamentalist Islamic regimes 
such as  Afghanistan, Iran, Pakistan, and Sudan but also Islamic move-

-------ments seeking pollIical powel'  Algeria  nationalist secu-
lar ideological regimes such as Egypt under Nasser and Iraq under Sad-
dam Hussein, there was untold great suffering of innocent people. An-
Ma'im makes clear that there  many identities  Islam. The author 
gives four points as part of the best approach to Islamic fundamentalism: 
1) "There must be clear acknowledgement of participant's right to self-
detrmination  terms of their perception of Islamic identity, but subject 
to the saIeguarding  the right  aJJ other citizens to the same". 2) 
"There is a strong need for credible enforcement". This should include: 
a) protecting freedom of expression and association to build  strong 
and active public  b) supporting the work of non-governmental 
agencies; c) protecting the independence of the judiciary; and d) insur-
ing the official compliance with the rule of law. 3) Internal discourse 
within Islamic societies that  the relationship between Islam 
and politics. 4) Such internal discourse must be firmly based  the real-
ities of global power relations. The author very wisely concludes: «Dia-
logue with an open mind and  a mutually respectful and understanding 
manner is the  way to achieve peaceful co-existence and coopera-
tion".  say  to that. 

This volume proves the main thesis that religion is alive and well  
the planet earth. The seven experts who contributed scholarly studies  
this volume challenge the false assumption that secularism is the  
safeguard for religious freedom and tolerance. 

Although there is  Orthodox Christian represented  this collec-
tion,  wish to refer to the article "Worship  ASecular Age" by the late 
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Fr. Alexander Schmemann  the Life of the WOTld. Crestwood,  

St. Vladimir's Press, 1973). He speaks of secularism as "negation ofwor-
ship". He speaks of the "leitourgia" that is the human "ergon" (activity) 
that extends to the daily life  the world. He considered this a "great 
heresy" that needs to be overcome by our effort to live according to 
truth. 

This book, which was edited by the great sociologist of religion of our 
time, is challenging and certainly contibutes to our better understanding 
of religion, politics and secularism.  thoroughly enjoyed this book and  

must state that  learned much from   highly recommend  to scholars 
and students of religion as well as to interested laypeople. 

Rev. Dr. Protopresbyter Professor George C. Papademetriou 

Ioannis D. Polemis. Theophanes of Nicea: His Life and WOTks. Wiener 
Byzantinistishche Studien, Band  Wien: Verlag Der Osterreichis-
chen Akademie Der Wissenschaften, 1996. 234 pages. 

Theophanes, Metropolitan of Nicea, lived  the second half of the 
fourteenth century, during one of the most turbulent periods  the his-
tory of Byzantium. This did not discourage the theologians of that time 
from debating important theological and philosophical issues. Theo-
phanes was a central figure  many of these debates. 

 this volume, Polemis presents the life of Theophanes  a very 
ical manner, and evaluates Theophanes' life and activities as a bishop of 
the Church and as an author. Polemis discusses Theophanes' position 
and wiritings  detail. 

Polemis points out that Theophanes was the "first known Orthodox 
theologian" who used the works of Thomas Aquinas "as a resource man-
ual of doctinal theology"  109). Polemis discusses Theophanes' de-
fense of the Synods of 1368 and his use of Prochoros Kydones' theolog-
ical texts. 

Polemis demonstrates that Theophanes was greatly influenced by St. 
Gregory Palamas.  his wiritings, including his "Letter to Archbishop 
Paul" (the Latin archbishop of Constantinople), Theophanes defends 
Palamas' real distinction between God's essence and energies. Polemis' 
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analysis of this letter is a response to the Latin theologian who had re-
jected the Palamite theology. Following Palamas, Theophanes insists  

the letter to the Latin archbishop " that God's energy cannot be regard-
ed as divine form, as is the case  the created world"   69). For him, 
even the word "God" "denotes His energies and not His essence". 

Polemis shows the Theophanes' Treatise  the Light  Tabor is 
"simply an amplification" of his theological response to Archbishop 
Paul.  this treatise, Theophanes "discusses the objections of the Latin 
cleric  more detail". Theophanes states that his intention for writing 
this book "is to rebut the charges formulated against the discourses  

the Transfiguration which were written by the Ecumenical Patriarch 
Philotheos Kokkinos"  71). 

     __ 
the arguments of the Greeks and the Latins against and  defense of the 
Fi]ioque. Theophanes points out that there are "two ways of discussing 
theological issues". The first way is to discuss the relevant passages from 
the Scriptures and patristic writings and come  with the solution to the 
problem at hand. If there are  relevant scriptural  patristic passages, 
the second way is the investigation of the topic  the basis of theologi-
cal criteria approved by the Fathers. Regarding the Fj]ioque, Theo-
phanes discusses the "Spirit" used  the Scriptures and the Fathers. He 
relied  patricular  the writings of St. Photios and St. Dionysios of Ar-
iopagite. 

 his Treatise against the Jews, Theophanes makes an effort to show 
"that there is  real difference between the Law of Christ and the Law 
of Moses, since the three principal virtues of the Gospels,   faitll, 
hope , and love, were pursued by all the important figures of the  Tes-
tament"  55). Theophanes speaks of the fulfillment of the Mosaic Law 
by the Gospel of Christ. Nevertheless, Theophanes also insists that the 
superiority of the Gospel is shown by the fact that the Mosaic Law prom-
ised material prosperity, "health and riches ..." whereas , "Christ prom-
ised his followers spiritual gifts and eternal" life. Theophanes claims that 
Christ descended from heaven to teach the "truth". He also states that 
the Law of Moses urges people to love their neighbors like themselves, 
while Christ urges them to love their neighbors more than themselves. 
Unfortunately, this treatise was a typical medieval argument used by the 
Christians of the East and the West to denigrate the Jews. 
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Polemis  analyzes the Discourse  the Virgin Mary,  which 
Theophanes discusses the basic elements of the Incarnation. This trea-
tise is divided into two parts. The first discusses the names applied to the 
Virgin Mary and the second part discusses the mystery of the Incarna-
tion. 

Also included  this  are several pastoral letters from Theo-
phanes. The first and second letters are addressed to his flock, urging 
them to lead pious, Christians lives and to be patient like Job  endur-
ing the Muslim oppression, for Nicea was under Muslim control at that 
time. The third letter is addressed to the clergy of his diocese, and dis-
cusses the importance of the priesthood. 

This volume contains much material  Orthodox theology and the 
intergration with Western thought, including Orthdox theological use of 
Augustinian and Thomistic texts. It is an important critical evaluation of 
the life and works of a bishop  the late fourteenth century whose dio-
cese was under Muslim occupation. Polemis presents a scholarly study 
analyzing the issues and treatises of Theophanes  important topics de-
bated  Byzantium even at the time of its sunset. This volume meets the 
highest scholarly standards and is a study necessary for understanding 
the theological and philosophical discussions of the fourteenth-century 
as well as the historical events of the time .  highly recommend this 
ume to scholars and libraries. 

Rev. Dr. Protopresbyter Professor George C. Papademetriou 

Hieromonk Alexander (Golitzin), Et Introiboiro ad A1tare Dei: The 
Mystagogy of Dionysios ATeopagita, with SpeciaJ References to its Pr'e-
decessors in the Eastern Tradition. Thessalonica, Greece: Patriarchal 
-Hidryma of Patristic Studies. Analecta Vlatadon 59 (1994). 447 pages. 

 the preface to this present volume, Father Alexander describes his 
experience  Mount Athos where he "discovered" the core of the 
Dionysian message and the reason for the corpus' swift reception.  am 
delighted that Father Alexander does not use the term "pseudo-
Dionysian" but rather "Dionysian Corpus". This was always my position, 
and  always emphasized to my students that there is nothing "pseudo" 
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about this corpus. Father Alexander g!ad!y states that it was  the  

Mountain Athos where he understood the Church's reason for the re-
ception of this corpus. He informs us that  the  Mountain the 
"ho!y man is not a distant idea!  a !iterary topos  something out of an 
eighth-century manuscript  a Pa!eo!ogan icon, but a rea!ity''. He reaI-
ized that the reasons are  as it were the 'architecture' of the monas-
tic !ife of personal and corporate prayer and, second!y the phenomenon 
of the ascetic ho!y man"  9). 

Father Alexander articu!ates with great precision the "Christian the-
o!ogy" of the Dionysian Corpus. He emphasizes that this corpus is not 
P!atonic  Neo-P!atonic specu!ation, but rather Christian mystagogy 
that is still a!ive  the Eastern Orthodox Christian tradition. He cor-
rect!y states:  is not a matter of conjecture that the author of the cor-
pus wrote  Greek, !ived  the Eastern Empire, and !eft his influence 

 the thought of succeeding generations of Greek-speaking Cllfis-
tians"  21). 

As a scho!ar, Father Alexander recognizes that the researchers Hugo 
Koch and Josef Stig!mayr conc!usive!y provided evidence at the turn of 
the twentieth century that the corpus grew out of deve!opments  the 
!atter part of the fifth century  Syria-Pa!estine. J.P. Hornus  the mid-
twentieth century confirmed: "Dionysios' thought is P!otinian mysticism, 

 with the ineffab!e One". He a!so stated:   is the product of Greek 
phi!osophy's time!ess, cyc!ic vision and can   way be adjusted to fit 
the !inear thrust of Jewish reve!ation. Dionysios is thus forced to trans-
form the "bou!eversant' event of the Incarnation into a time!ess symbo!, 
the God of the patriarchs into the divinity of the hierarchies, and the 
Trinity of the reve!ation into the One of the phi!osophers"  26). 

 response to the arguments t!1at Neop!atonism was the vehic!e by 
w!1ich Christian reve!ation was fi!tered, Father Alexander shows the bias 
of these Western scho!ars. He states: "The rep!y !arge!y depends  what 
one considers to be the nature  genius of Christianity itself. If the heart 
of the Gospe! is the atonement through Christ's b!ood, then the Corpus 
Dionysianum (CD) will be viewed as a gallant fajJure-at best"   27). 
There are, however, scho!ars !ike Endre  Ivanka, who maintains  

Plato Chrjstjanus "Dionysios is a Christian apo!ogist"  29). 
Father Alexander demonstrates  a scho!ar!y manner that Dionysios 

uti!ized Neo-P!atonic termino!ogy to articu!ate and present the Christian 
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message to the intellectuals of his time. Father Alexander presents his 
thesis  Dionysian apophaticism, Trinity, and the Palamite distinction 
of essence/energies underlying the treatment of the  names. 

The author's thesis is that the Areopagite borrowed the tel'minology 
from pagan philosophers -especially from neo-Platonism- but the 
mary originality of his thought is  from the 10ng-established 
Greek Christian tradition, as is   the  model of prayer and 
apophaticism of Mount Athos. It  a synthesis of the Greek and Anti-
ochene Christian elements of the mystagogy and ascetic appropriation 
that shaped the Orthodox Eastern mystical tradition and remains faith-
ful to the present.  there are scholars who question Dionysios' 
Trinitarian Orthodoxy. For the Dionysian Corpus, the names Monas and 
Trias belong  to the Godhead without confusion: ''Each of the 
Three is unity and each of the One, yet , although each is identical to the 
others, there is  exchange  among them of personal iden-
tity"  53). There is   relation to God but these  are 
not gods,  "less God", they are God   "impar-
ticipably participated". It  true that the "same God who  

cated  his powers, is transcendent  his essence"  59).   al-
ways synonymous with    means of his  and  
"God grants his creatures the potential for communion with himself, for 
deification itself'  59). For Dionysios, "the  essence  totally 
transcendent". Participation  deification is attained by means ofthe di-

 energies.Dionysios has three "theologies"  approaches to God : 
apophatic  cataphatic  and symbolic. 

God as supra-essence is totally beyond attribution. God as 
dence,  his energies,   creature without its proper manifesta-
tion of the  ground of being" and "is also the  grant-
ed  scripture"  72-73). 
- In-the Dionysian Gorpus theIe is an explicit definition-of hierarchy. 
Father Alexander refers to the Dionysian hierarchy as follows: 
chy,  my   is a sacred order, and knowledge, and  assim-
ilated, so far as possible to the  likeness, and led   due degree 
to the illumination  it from God for the imitation of God"  121). 
Hierarchy denotes a "holy order, an icon of the Thearchic beauty". 
''Icon'' as used by the Corpus Dionysianum does not mean the pagan 
neo-Platonist  for manifestation at a 10wer ontological  of 
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the cause and effect. The icon for Dionysios has ''ontological value" and 
"does notobscurely imitate the ideal but rather reveals  It is a real 
'presence'"  127). Dionysios very much emphasizes deification 

  definition of deification is provided by Dionysios as fol1ows: 
"deification  so far as is al1owed, the assimitation to, and  with 
God"  136). That is, the creature shares  God's energies, and his gift 
of participation  his own energies. 

There is  doubt that Dionysios rejected Plotinus. The Church is  

a thing,  an institution, whether teaching books or state. The Curch is 
the continuation of the Incarnation;  is an icon of Christ. Because of His 
philanthropy God became Incarnate for the restoration of our being . 
The fal1 and brokenness of humanity resulted from the attack of the alien 
power, that is, the Devil. The Incarnation once again opened the way to 
sharing  the life and activity of divinity. This is accomplished through 
"synergy", that is, the cooperation of the human person with Jesus 
Christ.  people are called  be incorporated  Christ through the 
sacraments. These are his "mysteries" that enable deification or theosis, 
that is, "assimilation" and  with God. This is attained through the 
persistence of selfless  for God and His creation. 

Father AIexander  a meticulous scholarly way also discusses the 
Christian predecessors of Dionysios the Areopagite. He begins with the 
New Testament and the early Fathers. He discusses the School of 
AIexandria, including Philo and the Church Fathers, Clement and Ori-
gen. He spends much space discussing the Cappadocians, the Desert Fa-
thers, and the Syrian Fathers. 

Father AIexander recognizes the fact that Dionysios borrowed from 
neo-Platonism but he was  a neo-Platonist philosopher or theologian. 
He took from both pagan and Christian Platonism. The great contribu-

 of Dionysios  the Church was the synthesis of al1 the elements that 
shaped the thought, prayer, art,  and architecture  subsequent 
Orthodox tradition. 

Evelyone after Dionysios would think and pray within the framework of 
the Dionysian Corpus; from Maximos the Confessor  Symeon the New 
Theologian  Gregory Palamas and Nicholas Cabasilas, al1 would theolo-
gize under the influence of Dionysios. Father AIexander states: "From the 
beginning the Church,  patticular the ascetic community, recognized that 
CD articulated its own experience  however new idiom"  393). 
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This  book is indeed a great contribution to the Orthodox 
understanding of the 1)ionysian Corpus. It contains detailed discussions 
of the theological and philosophical trades that contributed to the syn-
thesis of the great 1)jonysios, which influenced subsequent thinkers. Fa-
ther AIexander uses primary sources as well as modern scholarship, and 
includes a bibliography useful to the reader. Scholars who work, study, or 
write  1)ionysios will  to take into account the thesis and position 
of this   

The book is indeed a monumental work  patristic scholarship that 
those who are faithfui to the tradition shouid emulate. We are gratefui 
to the Father AIexander for his great contribution. 

 1)r . Protopresbyter Professor George C. Papademetriou 

Constantine  St. Photios: Phi1osopher and Theologian. Bel-
mont, Ma: The Institute for Byzantine and Modern Greek Studies 
(1998)  84. 

The present  is a study  the great ninth century Orthodox 
theologian, Patriarch of Constantinople, Saint Photios. Professor 

 discusses the theology and philosophy of Sr. Photios the Great. 
The book is  into two parts:  the first part, an  study, 
the author deals with Photios as a philosopher. He presents the most im-
portant points of Sr. Photios' philosophy and theology, and  the second 
part 1)r.   presents   that deal with the theology and 
philosophy of this great Patriarch. The  of Photios is to attain to 
the knowledge of the «truth». 

 the essay regarding Photios as a philosopher 1)r.  discuss-
es the impact of classical philosophy, that  Platonism, Aristotelianism 
and..Stoicism,  this great Church father. He analyzes the position  
modern interpreters of Photios' thought such as Basil Tatakis,  1). 
Georgoulis and Milton V. Anastos.  these scholars conclude that Pho-
tios was an Aristotelian. 1)r.  points out that Sr. Photios used el-
ements of a11 classical   the Scriptures and Christ-
ian doctrine dominate his thought. 

From Plato Sr. Photios adopted the distinction of "sensible things" 
and "inte11igible things", the latter being  a higher  He also adopt-
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ed the term Demiurge for God as Creator of the world. Also he adopts 
the term "anaitios" that is God is not the cause of human sinfulness. That 
is, the responsibility of good and bad lies  the individual and not  

God. He also insists  the term "Creator" Who creates everything ex ni-
hilo. These and other philosophical doctrines Photios adopts and modi-
fies to be  harmony with the Christian Orthdox Faith. 

The author indicates that Photios speaks more extensively about the 
Aristotelian doctrines; thus some scholars mistakenly regard him as Aris-
totelian.  his work, The Amphi/ochia, Photios deals extensively with 
the topics "genus" and "species" and especially extensively discusses the 
"categories" of Aristotle. Dr. Cavarnos points out that Photios devotes 
more discussion  the categories  order to clarify them. He also points 
out that the Aristotelian elements of the categories often appear  the 
writings of St. Photios. These are: 1) distinction between matter and 
form; 2) distinction between potentiality and actuality; 3) "man is a ra-
tional animal". This latter point is to stress the distinctness of the human 
being from beasts. However, Photios emphasizes the doctrine of the 
age of God" and the concept of virtues and vices. 

Professor Cavarnos finds that the Stoic elements  St. Photios are as 
follows: 1) the term "relation" 2) The term "the ruling principle  man" 
3) apatheia. Apatheia  Stoic meaning is freedom from the passions. 
Photios basing himself  the Christian faith modified apatheia 10 mean 
freedom from negative passions, such as, gluttony, conceit and malice. 
Photios affirms the Christian doctIines and uses seculaI philosophy to 
enhance the positive ones such as compassion and spirituaI love. 

 these elements of the philosophies of Plato, Aristotle and the Sto-
ics adopted by St. Photios and the other ChuIch fathers weIe modified to 
be  haImony with theOrthdox ChIistian doctrines. Professor  
points out those who Iefer to St. Photios as Aristotelian fail to under-
stand that the Fathers of the Church were Christians and cannot be 
chaIacterized as «Ar istotelian" , "Platonists" "Stoic". These character-
izations cannot be applied to the Fathers because, even though they 
made use of elements of these philosophical systems, they remained 
firmly grounded  the ChIistian tradition contained  the Holy Scrip-
tuIes and  TIadition. 

This book is very useful for a clearer undeIstanding of this great 
erarch as philosopher and theoIogian and Champion of Orthodoxy, as 
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well as to appreciate the Patristic thought and its c!assical re!ation to the 
Christian theological enterprise. The book is well written and carefully 
presented with great simplicity and clarity.  highly recommend it both to 
scholars and students, and to the !aity  general. Especially  recom-
mend this book to those who are interested to pursue Orthodox spiritu-
al  This work by Dr. Constantine Cavarnos is well docu-
mented. The author eloquently speaks of 51. Photios  the following 
manner: "The thirst for truth; the great love of wisdom, evidenced by his 
astonishing erudition; intellectua! acumen and profoundness; objectivity; 
a disciplined way of thinking and expression; the "higher faith", the 
minated state that shines through his writings; andthe great; breadth and 
unity of his intellectual vision"  39). 

Rev. Dr. Protopresbyter Professor George C. Papademetriou 


